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801 American Flyer prewar O gauge Jeffersonian set with 3187 loco, 3180 Club car with AFL plates, 3281 Pullman with
Jeffersonian plates and 3282 observation with Golden State plates. One AF plate missing on 3282. Original paint, sides
and loco are C6, car roofs are C5. Loco is rewheeled, some crazing on original headlight castings.

802 American Flyer prewar O gauge 9900 Burlington Zephyr five piece set, nicer C6+.
803 American Flyer prewar O gauge chrome steam line Hudson set. The set is restored to look very nice C7. The coupler on
the tender is a link type coupler and does not couple to the cars.

804 American Flyer prewar O gauge green stream line Hudson passenger set. Set is very nicely restored to look C7-8.
805 Lionel prewar O gauge Flying Yankee set, silver painted with red top 616, 617 and 618 is all original. C5-6 area.
806 Ives prewar wide gauge set with 3236 loco, 170 Buffet car, 171 Parlor and 172 observation. Set is original C5.
807 Lionel prewar O gauge 263E steam loco with 2815 tank car, 2816 hopper and 2817 caboose. All have been repainted. C6.
808 Lionel prewar O gauge City of Denver streamliner set, original. 636W, two 637 and one 638. C5-6.
809 Lionel prewar O gauge black top Flying Yankee set including 616 617, 617 and 618. The set has all chrome vestibules
and chrome tail section. The black roof is C5-6, rest of set is C6-7.

810 Two O gauge sheet metal streamliners. One is Hornby in red and white, three rail electric, C6. The other is France Joustra
and appears to run off of a battery, light internal battery rust, rest of item is C5-6.

811 Lionel prewar O gauge Flying Yankee set with 616, 617 and 618. Much harder variation with silver painted sides and
black roof. Black roof is C5, rest of train is C6.

812 American Flyer prewar O gauge steam Hudson set with loco, tender and seven freight cars. A couple of couplers missing.
C5-6.

813 American Flyer prewar O gauge steam locomotive, 1121 tender, three 1122 American Flyer Blue Streak passenger cars.
C6.

814 Two American Flyer prewar O gauge cast 9900 Burlington Zephyr sets. One set is C7, the other is C6 area and missing the
exhaust stacks on the roof.

815 American Flyer prewar O gauge The Potomac with 3109 loco with 3171 Pullman, 3171 Pullman and a 3172 observation
car. A couple of small casting flakes on loco, C5-6.

816 American Flyer prewar O gauge 3020 black loco with two 3001 Illini Pullmans and a 3000 baggage car. C6.
817 Very cool lot of 10 reproduction lamp posts, the boxes that these lamps came in are unmarked. Blue posts are well made,
lighted and approximately 11 inches tall. C9-10.

818 Lionel prewar OO gauge two rail track including 30 curves and 6 straights. About half of the curves are unbroken and
nice, all of the straights are but one. Lot is sold as is shown in the photos with no returns.

819 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2037-500 Girls Train steam locomotive. Locomotive is C5-6 with significant paint wear and one
bent / half cracked marker light. See photos for best description.

820 Four Lionel prewar O gauge 0-6-0 switcher chassis. Two have the motors and reversing units, two do not. Lot is sold as is
shown in the photos with no returns.
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821 Lionel prewar O gauge 700E 5344 full scale Hudson chassis only. Includes the reversing unit and the motor. Although we
don’t normally test items to run I did put this one on the test track out of curiosity and it ran and reversed nicely. Lot is
sold as is shown in the photos with no returns.

822 Lionel prewar O gauge full scale 8976 708 switcher freight set with tender and 6 freight cars. The set is completely
repainted. A few modifications such as the center flanges on the loco have been ground down so it would run on tubular
track and the dome on the tank car is not original. Lot is sold as is shown in the photos with no returns.

823 Lionel prewar semi scale 227 switcher & 2227B Pennsylvania tender, loco is C7. Tender is C6 and may clean up to be
considerably nicer.

824 Scarce Lionel prewar O 2814R white body brown roof reefer with black trim and black journals, high couplers, C6.
825 Lionel prewar O gauge 2814 boxcar orange with Tuscan roof, black hardware and black journals, C7 due to a missing
brake wheel.

826 Lionel prewar semi scale 231 steam switcher with 2231B Pennsylvania tender. Switcher is C6 with slight dings on both
cab roof corners. Tender could use a good cleaning and has two loose jewels that are present but will need to be
reattached.

827 Lionel Postwar O gauge 726 Berkshire with 2426W tender. Loco is equipped with Lionel Atomic motor, turned handrail
stanchions, smoke bulb and Baldwin disc drivers. Tender is clean but does have some paint chipped away from the front of
the frame but is very nice otherwise, C6-7.

828 Lionel Postwar O gauge 6464-325 Baltimore and Ohio Sentinel boxcar in original box. Boxcar is C7 with lower run time,
OB is worn with all flaps missing from one end and graffiti.

829 Lionel Postwar O gauge 726RR Berkshire with silver lettered 2671W Pennsylvania tender, no backup lights. Loco and
tender set are a nice match, C7-8.

830 Lionel prewar semi scale 230 switcher with a 2230T Pennsylvania tender. The switcher is missing the tang from the
coupler and has faded lettering on one side, tender is missing some paint from the long railing but has nice lettering on both
sides, C6.

831 Ives standard gauge 334 crossing gate with box remnants. Gate is somewhat loose on the stand but the accessory is still a
nice example overall, C6. Box remnants include the top, one end and one side.

832 Lionel prewar 913 illuminated bungalow in original box. Plot is in fantastic shape with minor wear to the smaller
shrubbery. The base is labeled underneath and flat but does have some of the paint missing from the front edge, C7. OB is
complete with a nice, complete label but all four of the top flaps have been reattached with tape and have graffiti. The
bottom is still sealed with factory tape.

833 Original Lionel prewar 700E display board, nice clean T rail track and a very nice name plate. The board does have a few
small scratches but is a great display piece.

834 Nice group of 39 Lionel T Rail straight tracks with 67 fish plates, many screws already attached and a lot of loose ones as
well as many more nuts than needed. Very nice track with no rust.

835 Lionel Postwar ZW 275 Watt transformer, has a newer cord attached.
836 Lionel prewar 700K scale Hudson w/ 700T New York Central tender, built up from kit form, tender still has an originally
gray painted frame. Loco has been tested and runs very smoothly in forward and reverse with a perfectly functioning E
unit. Tender whistle was not tested. The tender does have some paint and decal flaking but is otherwise complete. Loco is
C7, tender is C6.

837 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2360 Pennsylvania GG1 with solid painted gold stripes that are extremely nice as is the lettering
on both sides, C7.
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838 Lionel prewar semi scale 228 switcher with a matching 2228T Pennsylvania tender, C6.
839 Lionel Postwar 2037 2-6-4 steam locomotive & 6066T tender in original boxes. Loco could use a good cleaning, it has
light run time, C6-7, tender has light run time and is C8. Loco OB has an original insert but box and insert have some
wear, 6066T OB is a brick.

840 Five Lionel prewar O gauge Blue Comet passenger cars to include a 2613 Pullman, two 2614 observation cars and two
2615 baggage cars. Cars range from C6- to C7.

841 Lionel prewar O gauge 201 switcher with a matching 2201B tender, C6.
842 Three Lionel Postwar O gauge 3435 traveling aquarium cars, one each in C6, C7 and C8.
843 Lionel prewar O gauge City of Portland passenger set to include 752W powered unit, 753 and 754 passenger cars with
vestibules. The belly pan on the locomotive is straight but the pans on the two passenger cars are warped, C6 overall.

844 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2454 Pennsylvania and 6454 Baby Ruth boxcars. The x6454 is an orange painted clear shell body
that has die cast Tuscan painted doors, C6, and the x2454 is a light orange painted body with die cast orange painted doors
and flying shoe trucks with a damaged catwalk end, C6-.

845 Lionel prewar semi scale 233 switcher with a 2233B Pennsylvania tender, nice lettering on the tender, slightly faded heat
stamped lettering on loco, C6.

846 1947 Lionel Postwar O 2124W passenger set to include a Brunswick green 2332 5 stripe GG1 and three 2625 heavyweight
Pullman cars with different names on each to include Irvington, Madison and Manhattan. The keystone decorations on the
loco are a decals. Loco is C6, cars are C6-7.

847 Lionel prewar O gauge Hiawatha passenger set to include a 250E locomotive, 250W tender, 782, 783 and 784 passenger
cars along with two vestibules. Trains are all in the C6 area.

848 Lionel prewar O gauge cream 53 lamp post with 63-11 lamp in original boxes. Lamp post is slightly crooked but still C6+
with an original 63-11 frosted lamp. Both boxes are complete but the lamp box has a tape repair.

849 Nice Lionel prewar O gauge 52 silver lamp post, C8 but may clean to be nicer. OB was opened from the label end and is
still sealed on the opposite end.

850 Nice gray post Lionel prewar O gauge 156 station platform in original box, C7, due to a few paint chips from the base, the
roof is almost perfect, the signs could stand to be replaced. OB is nice with a sealed label end. The opened end has a
General Electric label on it.

851 Lionel prewar 226E steam locomotive with 2226WX tender and four semi scale freight cars to include 2954 Pennsylvania
boxcar. C7+, 2955 Shell tank car, C7, 2956 Baltimore and Ohio hopper, C6+ and 2957 New York Central caboose, C6-7,
the loco and tender are C7-8.

852 Nine Lionel prewar 715 scale O custom decorated tank cars. A great looking group with all nine cars decorated with a
unique supplier to include, Shell, Mobilgas, Sunoco, Michigan Alkali Co., Humble Petroleum products, Johnson, Texaco,
Deep Rock and North American. These all have nice, complete truck sets with no damaged couplers, C7.

853 Group of seven Lionel Postwar O gauge 6464 boxcars to include two -1 Western Pacific, -150 Missouri Pacific, -375
Central of Georgia, -500 Timken, -700 Santa Fe, -900 New York Central and a 3494-1 New York Central operating
boxcar. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will
typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition
lots cannot be returned.

854 Scarce Lionel prewar O 2814R white body brown roof reefer with black trim and black journals, high couplers, C6-7.
855 Lionel prewar semi scale 232 switcher with a 2232B Pennsylvania tender, C6-7.
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856 Lionel prewar O gauge 550 miniature railroad figures in original box with insert. Figures are C6+ to C7-, insert is
complete with no tears but does have a few minor creases. The box lid and base are very nice also with minor shelf wear.

857 Restored Lionel 763E Hudson steam locomotive and 2226WX tender with original two tone green tinplate passenger set to
include two 2613 Pullman, 2614 observation and 2615 baggage cars. Loco and tender are restored to look C8, passenger
cars are C6.

858 Lionel prewar O gauge 192 accessory set in original box bottom with insert, there is no lid. Set includes two 184
bungalows, C7, 189 villa and 191 estate, C6. The box bottom is in great shape with a beautiful label but does have a partial
corner split on the front left. The insert is complete but does have a repaired tear and a deep crease on the opposite end of
the tear where the cardboard sagged. The insert could be professionally repaired to make it look like new.

859 Lionel prewar O gauge empty boxes for 260E black steam locomotive, 260T tender and 263W GMCH tender. The 260T
box has some tape repairs but all three are very nice and complete. The 263W and 260E boxes also include original inserts.

860 Group of Lionel prewar freight station accessories with an original box. Includes five 162 dump trucks, two 161 baggage
trucks, two 157 baggage carts and two lead suitcases. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or
examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the
lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

861 Lionel prewar O gauge boxed accessories to include 56 gray lamp post, 023 track end bumper, two 068 warning signals
and 5 060 telegraph posts with bases, C6 area. OBs range from nice and complete to worn with missing flaps.

862 Five Lionel prewar O gauge 270 single span bridges in original boxes. Three have nickel plates and two have yellow
decals, all five are red and are all in the C6 to c6+ range. The boxes range from nice and complete to slightly worn with
loose or missing flaps.

863 Lionel prewar O gauge steam passenger set to include 225E 2-6-2 steam locomotive, 2235W tender, two 2600 Pullman,
2601 observation and 2602 baggage cars, C6+ set.

864 Outstanding Lionel prewar standard gauge original box only for a 300 Hellgate bridge. This box is square with all flaps
intact. Probably the biggest asset to this box besides the completeness is the fact that the label on the end is fully intact and
uncut. It does have a little bit of scuffing on one side as can be seen in the photos. Very nice original box for a Hellgate
bridge.

865 Bing Gauge I Hospital Train with Wabash 2990 steam locomotive and matching tender. Neat lithographed and painted tin
set with 3 painted roof lithographed tin cars to include 2 hospital cars with wood sides and Red Cross markings on the
roofs, hinged roofs that reveal interiors outfitted with stretchers and including a 3rd class passenger coach. Trains are all in
the C6 area and display quite nicely. Loco and tender measure 17 1/2" long and the three cars are 9 1/2" long. Originally
from the famed collection of Ward Kimball.

866 Bing gauge 1 Pennsylvania Coal & Coke Co. hopper, C7. One hatch door on the bottom is loose. Originally from the
famed collection of Ward Kimball.

867 Bing gauge 1 lithographed Pennsylvania 96744 boxcar, C6-.
868 Bing gauge 1 lithographed and painted Old Dutch Cleanser boxcar, C7 but missing a coupler.
869 Bing gauge 1 lithographed 52541 New York Central Lines NYC & HR caboose, C6.
870 Bing gauge 1 lithographed, 8-wheel Budweiser reefer. The car looks C8 however the litho paint is starting to flake off of
one end.

871 Bing gauge 1 lithographed, 8-wheel 7300 Swift Premium reefer, C6. Car has a white roof that was likely a factory second
due to a slight error in the stamping which left the entire catwalk off center.
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872 hand enameled American steam outline electric locomotive and tender,with 3 embossed lithographed cars with painted
roofs to include baggages postes and two New York Central and Hudson R.R. Pullman cars that are marked sleeping car
and parlor car. Loco and tender measure 17" long and the three cars measure 8 1/2" long. The loco and tender are very
nice and clean with minimal paint wear. The sides of the passenger cars are very nice but the roofs do have some paint
flaking. Overall a C6+ set. Originally from the famed collection of Ward Kimball.

873 Bing gauge 1 lithographed, 8-wheel New York New Haven and Hartford boxcar, roof has some splotches and looks C6 but
the sides are C7+. Originally from the famed collection of Ward Kimball.

874 Bing gauge 1 10205 Central Railroad of New Jersey boxcar, C6+. Originally from the famed collection of Ward Kimball.
875 Bing gauge 1, 0-4-4-0 Pennsylvania Lines cast iron center cab electric locomotive, missing one handrail stanchion from
one end and has two large areas of paint loss on the roof, the sides look very nice and display beautifully. Roof is C6, sides
are C7+.

876 Bing gauge 1 lithographed 165 PY & ARR Pennsylvania Lines gondola, C6+.
877 Bing gauge 1 Pennsylvania Lines 1207 Pullman and 1250 combine cars with lithographed sides and hand painted trucks
and roofs, C6. The combine is missing a coupler.

878 Fantastic Bing gauge 1 Old Dutch Cleanser reefer, C7-8 currently but one side appears to have a few spots beginning to
raise that will lead to eventual paint flaking.

879 Bing gauge 1, hand enameled, 8-wheel 1000 Peerless tank car. car looks very nice but does have a dent on one side, C6+.
880 Bing gauge 1, 17488 P&R lithographed boxcar, looks C7 but has some small dents on one end. Originally from the famed
collection of Ward Kimball.

881 Bing gauge 1, 24368 Illinois Central lithographed boxcar ,C7. Originally from the famed collection of Ward Kimball.
882 Fantastic Bing gauge 1 Budweiser 3600 reefer, the roof was likely dirty when it was painted in the factory but it still looks
nice considering the dirt under the paint. Both sides and ends look great and are very clean. Roof is C6, sides are C7-8.

883 Bing gauge 1 1022 United States Leather Co. tank car, missing the cap for the dome and one coupler, also has a small dent
on each side, C6.

884 Bing 4-4-0 cast iron steam locomotive with matching 6-wheel tin P.R.R. tender, C6. Electrically powered.
885 Marklin gauge 1 2928 Santa Fe Diego & Arizona tank car, C6.
886 Bing gauge 1 52541 N.Y.C. & H.R. caboose, 8-wheel lithographed car with painted roof. The roof is gorgeous and the
sides are very clean but has a light film that may or may not clean up, C7.

887 Bing gauge 1 52541 Pennsylvania Lines caboose, 8-wheel lithographed car with painted roof, C6.
888 Nice Bing gauge 1 2259 flat car with original load, C7. Originally from the famed collection of Ward Kimball.
889 Bing gauge 1 lithographed 165 P.Y. & A.R.R. Pennsylvania Lines gondola, C7.
890 Bing gauge 1 cast iron 0-4-4-0 New York Central 3238 center cab electric locomotive. Missing one end rail and the other
end rail is broken on one side at the stanchion. There are also paint touch ups on the roof and the wiring to the lights is
missing as well. Still a very nice looking piece with great lettering on both sides, C6+.

891 Bing gauge 1, 8-wheel lithographed 1207 Pullman and 1250 combination New York Central Lines cars, C6.
892 Four Bing O gauge combination baggage / passenger cars to include road names such as Chicago Milwaukee & St. Paul,
Pennsylvania Lines, International Express and New York Central Lines. All in C6- to C6+ range.
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893 Bing O gauge New York Central 205 Pullman, 250 observation and 2395 combination cars, C6 to C6+.
894 Bing O gage trolleys with catenary poles. Both have destination signage added to the clerestory areas as seen in the photos,
C6.

895 Four Bing O gauge passenger cars to include Pennsylvania Lines Pullman cars 516 and Parkville; New York Central Lines
cars to include Lakewood and Waukegan, C6+.

896 Nice Bing O gauge New York Central Lines passenger car set to include 501 baggage, Rockford Pullman and Belvedere
observation cars, C7.

897 Bing O gauge cast iron 3238 New York Central Lines center cab electric, C6+.
898 Super Bing O gauge New York Erie Railroad Chicago observation car, C8.
899 Three beautiful Bing O gauge Canadian Pacific Rochelle Pullman cars, C7.
900 Bing O gauge snow plow car, turns the blade in front when rolled along the track, missing the coupler and inner sliding
doors, C6.

901 Bing American destination board and street lamp with mail box. Destination board includes six cities: New Orleans, St.
Louis, Washington, San Francisco, Philadelphia and Pittsburgh, all exactly how they are spelled. Destination board base
appears to have been repainted but everything else is all original. The street lamp may have had a finial at the top at one
time. The mail box is removable and has great litho work, C6.

902 Two Bing street lights with attached ladders. Both appear to have been repainted from the base all the way to the top of the
mast. They have been black light inspected and the paint did not appear to have any fluorescent or luminescent properties
to signify that it would be old paint. They appear to be C8.

903 Rare Bing O gauge 8-wheel 5238 Schlitz Beer reefer, made for sale in the US during the prohibition, hence the blacked out
area where the word BEER would have been, C6+.

904 Bing O gauge cast iron 3238 New York Central Lines center cab electric locomotive, electrically powered. fantastic
condition with some small paint chips here and there but very nice overall, C6+.

905 Five Bing O gauge 8-wheel box cars to include 24368 Illinois Central, 96774 Pennsylvania, 17488 P.&R., 32001 New
York New haven and Hartford & 165795 Baltimore and Ohio. The cars range from C6 to C7-.

906 Bing O gauge clockwork, cast iron 4-4-0 steam locomotive with a 6-wheel sheet metal N.Y.C. & H.R. tender. Loco is
missing a hand rail and the other one is badly bent but the stanchions are still in place and it looks very nice otherwise, C6
+.

907 Four Bing O gauge 8-wheel freight cars to include a nice unmarked stock car, 4610 Hocking Valley gondola, 41
Pennsylvania Lines caboose and 28125 N.Y.C. & H.R. caboose. A nice group with lithographed sides and painted roofs.
These are all in the C6+ to C7 range.

908 Bing O gauge clockwork, cast iron 0-4-0 steam locomotive with a 4-wheel sheet metal N.Y.C. & H.R. tender. Loco is
missing a small handle on one of the controls looks very nice otherwise, C6+.

909 Two Bing O gauge Pennsylvania Lines passenger cars to include 501 baggage / mail and 617 Pullman cars, C6.
910 Bing O gauge 4-wheel 4226 Dutch Cleanser and 7300 Swift Premium reefers, C7.
911 Bing O gauge Chicago Milwaukee & St. Paul steam passenger set to include an 0-4-0 cast iron steam locomotive
(electrically powered), 1012 tender, 464 baggage/ mail car, Lakewood Pullman and Rockford observation cars, C6-7.
From the famed collection of Ward Kimball.

912 Bing prewar O gauge 525-72-0 Pabst Blue Ribbon four-wheel beer car from the Prohibition Era, C6+.
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913 Three Bing O gauge 4 wheel box cars to include 24368 Illinois Central, 165795 Baltimore and Ohio and 48500 Canadian
Pacific, C6+.

914 Bing prewar O gauge 525-70-0 Anheuser Busch Budweiser four-wheel beer car, C7.
915 Three Bing O gauge 4-wheel box cars to include 85829 Erie railroad, 10205 Central Railroad of New Jersey and 96744
Pennsylvania. All very nice and clean, C7-8.

916 Bing prewar O gauge 525-71-0 Schlitz 4-wheel beer car, C7.
917 Bing O gauge 0-4-0 cast iron steam locomotive with 1012 sheet metal tender, C7. Loco is electrically powered.
918 Bing O gauge Pennsylvania steam passenger set to include an 0-4-0 cast iron clockwork steam locomotive with P.R.R.
tender, 166128 Pennsylvania gondola, unmarked crane car, 1 Penna. Coal & Coke Co. hopper and 40 Pennsylvania Lines
caboose. Nice looking set in the C6-7 area.

919 Bing O gauge clockwork steam freight set to include a sheet metal 0-4-0 locomotive with unmarked tender, 1000 Peerless
tank car, unmarked stock car, unmarked tipple car and a 528 N.Y.C. & H.R. caboose, C6.

920 Four Bing O gauge 8-wheel cars to include 69744 Canadian Pacific boxcar, C6, 85829 Erie boxcar, C6-, 12059 I. & G.N.
gondola, C6- and 1043 New York Erie Railroad Chicago Pullman car, C5.

921 Three Bing O gauge passenger cars, two are unmarked and one has a hinged roof with detailed interior, the third is marked
Speisewagen, C6.

922 Five Bing O gauge 8-wheel American passenger cars to include two New York Central Lines 105 Pullman, Pennsylvania
Lines 205 Pullman, 250 observation and 2395 combination cars, C6+.

923 Bing O gauge cast iron 4-4-0 steam locomotive with 1012 6-wheel tender. Loco is missing two nuts on each side that keep
the connecting drive rods in place and it also has some surface rust but should eventually clean up nicely. The tender is
missing one axle with wheels which are cast iron. Overall C5-6.

924 Bing O gauge bridge with approaches and two pedestrian bridges. Bridge with approaches is C6-, the two pedestrian
bridges are C7.

925 Bing O gauge 2531 0-4-0 clockwork locomotive with tender with brass trim, C6+.
926 Four Bing O gage passenger car set to include three Pullman cars and a baggage car. The baggage car is different in that it
has cast iron wheels instead of pressed tin wheels like the other three cars. The three Pullman cars are marked Schlafwagen
Compagne Internationale Des wagons Lits Three cars have hinged roofs and one has a removable roof with screws on top.
These range from C6- to C7+.

927 Bing O gauge 4-4-0 steam locomotive and 6-wheel tender, C6-.
928 Bing O gauge 10 tons work crane and flat car with automobile, C6+.
929 Two Marklin and two Bing O gauge locomotives for parts or restoration. Includes a Marklin 6-wheel tender that is missing
one axle and two wheels and a Bing 4-wheel tender. Neat group but each piece is missing parts or has damage. Sold as-is
as seen in the photos with no returns.

930 Marklin Mitropa 17520 Speisewagen with detailed interior and four wheel die cast trucks with sheet metal frames, C7.
931 Bing O gauge cast iron 4-4-0 steam locomotive with sheet metal N.Y.C. & H.R. 6-wheel tender, C7.
932 Three Bing O gauge LNER passenger cars to include two 512 Pullman cars and a 321 baggage car, C6.
933 Four Bing O gauge second class passenger cars, blue with gold window trim, C6+.
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934 Bing O gauge 0-4-0 cast iron clockwork steam locomotive and tender, C6. The boiler and pilot are cast iron, the main
frame and cab are sheet metal.

935 Four European O gauge 4-wheel passenger cars to include two New York Central Lines Pullman scars, an unmarked blue
Pullman car and an unmarked “wood” lithographed baggage car, C7.

936 Three European O gauge passenger cars to include two Pullman cars and a baggage car, one with a repainted roof, one with
a original painted roof with flaking paint and another with original blue painted roof, C6.

937 Three minty boxed Schuco 6333/150 monorail transformers with inserts and instruction sheets. The cords may have brittle
areas but there are no loose pieces of insulation in the box. These appear to be for use in the US as the inserts are marked
110 volts and the plug would work in a typical US receptacle.

938 Six vintage Paya Brothers passenger cars with five original boxes to include four blue 1372 cars, one green 1371 and one
green unmarked car. Includes four blue boxes and one yellow box. trains are generally C8 but may have fatigue on a few
wheels.

939 Paya 837 rail tractor with passenger cars in mint condition in original box.
940 Four Paya Orient Express passenger cars to include two 1387, 1388 and 1389. All four cars are C8-9 but may have paint
flaking from the wheels or have casting fatigue.

941 Paya 983 steam locomotive with two 982 passenger cars in original boxes. The locomotive and tender look great but the
tender is missing an axle set with two wheels, C8-9 otherwise. The passenger cars are C8-9.

942 Four Paya locomotives to include 1104, 1101-A and 21101 steam locomotives with tenders and 1105A 4-6-4 center cab
electric, C8-9.

943 Four boxed Hornby accessories to include three O gauge items and one Dublo Ho scale item. O gauge items include No. 2
signal cabin, French fibreboard tunnel and No. 2 single signal arm, all C8 with complete original boxes. The Dublo set is
numbered DA 456 and is a D1 Island Platform, it is C7 in a faded and lightly soiled original box.

944 Grouping of loose Hornby and other manufacturer tin train accessories. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have
not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item
or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

945 Three Marklin track bells and a Bing switchman’s house, all in C6 but one of the bell accessories is missing the outside rail
piece.

946 Biller Bahn OO dump car train in original box. Train appears to be C8-9 and virtually never assembled. It includes a
clockwork switcher engine with three coal dump cars , a small house, two end bumpers and several pieces of track as well
as an original instruction sheet. The box does have tape repairs on the corners and a caved in lid from years of storage.

947 Neat group of vintage tin Kibri accessories to include a small freight station and platform, passenger station, two grade
crossings and a semaphore, C6-7.

948 Karl Bub small boxed tin passenger train set and a tin freight station. Passenger set appears to be OO gauge and has a
locomotive, tender and one Pullman, C8-9. Set also includes track and a few cardboard accessories and the box itself acts
as a station and a scenic country view. The station is an O gauge item and is very nice, C7-8.

949 Three boxed European small train sets to include a Marklin HO passenger set with track, C8, a JdP of France four-piece
freight set with track and a few small accessories, C6-7, and a small O gauge electric passenger set that is not marked at all
except for 200P on one end of the box bottom. The lid to the box is gone and there may have been another car with this set
but we are not certain, C7.

950 Large group of Lionel and American Flyer catalogs from 1927-the early 1970’s. Many of the earlier catalogs are
reproductions. Also included are a stack of Model Builder and Toy Trains. A few Greenberg books also included. See
photos for best description. Sold as is.
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951 Lionel prewar O gauge set including 763E, 263W oil tender, 2954 PRR boxcar, 2955 Sunoco tank car, 2956 Baltimore and
Ohio hopper and a 2957 NYC caboose. Loco and tender are repainted. Cars are original C5.

952 Pride Lines John Davanzo 1954 to 1979 TCA 25th Silver Anniversary trolley. O gauge, three rail. C7.
953 Very nice original Lionel prewar 2955 Sunoco tank car, C7-8.
954 Lionel prewar O gauge 2955 semi scale Sunoco tank car, C6.
955 Nice Lionel prewar full scale O gauge 715 Sunoco tank car, C7.
956 Unusual Lionel prewar O gauge 2814R reefer car, the car looks C6 but does have touch up.
957 Unusual orange Lionel prewar O gauge 2814 boxcar, some touch ups, C6.
958 Seven Lionel prewar O gauge 2623 passenger cars, six are Manhattan and one is Irvington. The Irvington is completely
repainted. The other six have some not original ends, a missing coupler, a missing end, broken steps, flaked paint etc. This
lot is sold as is shown with no returns.

959 Lionel prewar standard gauge 300 Hellgate bridge, late colors, brass Lionel plates on sides, nickel on ends, nicer C7.
960 Lionel prewar 191 illuminated Villa, nicer C7 villa with a really cool original box. The box is missing one inner flap and
has some tape repair but still looks good.

961 Lionel prewar O gauge 2954 semi scale Pennsylvania boxcar, some paint flaking, C6.
962 Lionel prewar O gauge 2954 semi scale Pennsylvania boxcar, C6.
963 Lionel prewar O gauge 2954 semi scale Pennsylvania boxcar, C6.
964 Lionel prewar O gauge 2954 semi scale Pennsylvania boxcar, C6.
965 Lionel prewar O gauge 2954 semi scale Pennsylvania boxcar, C6.
966 Lionel prewar O gauge 2954 semi scale Pennsylvania boxcar, C6.
967 Lionel prewar O gauge 2954 semi scale Pennsylvania boxcar, C7.
968 Lionel prewar O gauge 2954 semi scale Pennsylvania boxcar, C6-7.
969 Lionel prewar O gauge 2954 semi scale Pennsylvania boxcar, missing one roof hatch, some flaking, C5-6.
970 Lionel postwar O gauge 3854 automatic merchandise car, C6.
971 Lionel postwar O gauge 2332 5 stripe Pennsylvania GG1 with 2625 Irvington, 2627 Madison and 2628 Manhattan. C6.
972 Lionel prewar O gauge two tone green 2613, 2613, 2614 and 2615 passenger car set. C6 area.
973 Lionel prewar O gauge full scale 700K 5344 Hudson, engine and tender are both fully restored to look C8.
974 Very unusual Lionel prewar O gauge 716K kit hopper car with the car in primer. Includes the truck sets, instruction sheet,
wrap and OB.

OB is complete but does have some wear.

975 Great lot of Lionel prewar O gauge cars including 3859 dump car, 2815 Shell tank car, 2816 black hopper, 2812 gondola,
both 3814 merchandise car variations and a 2817 caboose. C5-6.
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976 Lionel prewar O gauge 763E steam Hudson and 2263W oil type tender. Loco is nicer C7+, tender is C7. Loco is missing
one jewel on the marker light.

977 Lionel prewar O gauge 2615 baggage car in green, original C5+.
978 Unusual Lionel prewar O gauge 2814R refrigerator car, stamped variation with Tuscan roof. Nice original C7.
979 Lionel prewar O gauge full scale 715 Sunoco tank car, C7+.
980 Lionel prewar O gauge 232 steam switcher and 2232B tender. They both look nice C6-7 but lettering on loco is not
original and tender is restored.

981 Lionel prewar O gauge 230 steam switcher with 2230T tender. Both look nice C7, loco has some touch up, tender shell is
repainted.

982 Tough Lionel prewar O gauge 715K Sunoco tank car, C6+, may clean a bit better. OB has a little tape as can be seen in the
photo. Includes the packet and instruction sheet.

983 Lionel prewar O gauge 232 steam switcher with 2232B tender. Tender wires are not original, C6.
984 Four Lionel prewar O gauge 714 scale boxcars, three are not original paint, one is original but has a crack in the roof. This
lot is sold as is shown in the photos with no returns.

985 Lionel prewar O gauge 700K 5344 full scale Hudson and tender, missing jewels in marker lights, tender has some warp.
C6.

986 Lionel prewar O gauge outfit 758W City of Portland set with 752E, 753, 753 and 754. Silver streamline set is original C5
-6 area, a couple of hairlines in castings.

987 Lionel prewar O gauge steam switchers for parts including two 1663 and a 2201T. This lot is sold as is shown in the
photos with no returns.

988 Lionel prewar O gauge 715K scale tank car kit with tank that has come light corrosion. Primer paint. Includes the trucks
and all the parts as well as a not original packet and instruction sheet copy. The wrap is original and original box is
complete with some wear.

989 Lionel prewar O gauge full scale freight set with 714 Pennsylvania boxcar, 715 Shell tank car, 716 Baltimore and Ohio
hopper car and a 717 New York Central caboose. Nice original set is C7.

990 Lionel prewar O gauge 763E Hudson with 263W oil type tender. Loco is nice C7, tender is C6.
991 Lionel prewar O gauge 700W tender shell with coal pile, paint and lettering are not original, good casting.
992 Lionel prewar O gauge 700K tender shell with decal lettering that has some flaking, good casting. C6.
993 Lionel prewar O gauge 700K tender shell and frame. Shell is straight. The tender shell is in gray primer but was painted
black at one time. The frame is primer on the inside and black on the bottom. Missing one step. C6.

994 Lionel prewar O gauge 701 and 701T full scale 0-6-0 switcher and tender. Nice C7-8. Tender has the outside 3rd rail
pickup.

995 Lionel prewar O gauge tender shell only for 700W full scale Hudson. Repainted. Straight casting.
996 Lionel prewar O gauge full scale Hudson tender shell only for 700W. Original C6+ with a good casting.
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997 Two Lionel prewar O gauge full scale Hudson tender shells only for 700W. One has a bit of a warp to it and has a very
small area that has been machined off the lower corner so it would fit on the frame. The second shell is original and the
casting is straight, missing a couple of handrails, lettering is weak. This lot is sold as is shown in the photos.

998 Lionel prewar O gauge 2624 Manhattan and two 2623 Manhattan Pullmans. All three cars have some broken steps, flaking
paint, etc. This lot is sold as is shown in the photos with no returns.

999 Lionel prewar O gauge 763E Hudson and 263W tender. Both are original but have a fair number of scratches on loco and
tender. Sold as is, C5+.

1000 Tough Lionel prewar O 1095W freight set box only with a beautiful complete label. There is some writing on one side and
the top flaps are somewhat faded. The box is complete and very nice and square with no tape repairs.

1001 Lionel prewar O gauge City of Portland passenger set to include 752W power unit, two 753 Pullman and 754 observation
cars with three vestibules, C6+.

1002 Pride Lines Lionel Hiawatha passenger set to include 250E locomotive, 250T tender, 782 and 783 passenger cars and 784
observation car along with two vestibules, C8+.

1003 Lionel standard gauge passenger cars in red with cream window frames and doors with brass trim. Set includes 332
railway mail, two 337 Pullman and 338 observation cars, C6+.

1004 Lionel Classics Rail Chief passenger set to include 892, two 893, two 894 and 895, C8-9.
1005 Lionel prewar O gauge freight set to include 238E black steam locomotive with 2225TX tender, 2655 boxcar, 2654 tank
car, 2653 hopper and 2657 caboose, C6+ to C7. Also include a nice box for the loco and three other worn boxes to include
2225TX, 2655 and 2657.

1006 Lionel prewar O gauge 1666 steam freight set, boxed. Set includes 1666 steam locomotive, 2235T tender, two 2677
gondolas with barrel loads, 2679 boxcar and 2682 caboose, C7. OBs are mostly complete but somewhat worn and missing
most of the coupler protection flaps.

1007 Lionel prewar O gauge freight cars with three original boxes to include 3651 log dump car with 160 bin, 2653 hopper,
2654 tank car and 2657 caboose. All have black journals and nickel trim where applicable, C7. OBs include 2653, 2654
and 2657 and have all end flaps but do have wear and some missing inner flaps.

1008 Three boxed Lionel prewar O gauge accessories to include a gray post 156, C7+, 442 diner, C6 and 154 crossing signal,
C6. OBs are all nice and complete.

1009 Four Lionel prewar O gauge 47 crossing gates with three original boxes, C6. All three OBs are worn but do have inserts.
1010 MTH / Ives modern reproduction circus diorama in original box. Open but unused C9.
1011 Grouping of boxed Lionel prewar O gauge accessories to include two 91 circuit breakers, two 65, 66, 67, 166 and 167x
whistle controllers, 209 barrel set, 812T tools, 88 controller, three boxes of connecting ties, five boxes with connecting ties,
universal lockon and tube of lubricant (only one is complete, most are missing the lockon and only one has the lubricant),
169 controller and two 39 and a 40 bulb.

1012 Lionel prewar O gauge steam freight set in original boxes. Set includes 1689E steam locomotive, 1689W tender, 2651
lumber car and 657 caboose, C6. OBs are worn with many missing flaps.

1013 Grouping of Lionel prewar O gauge boxed accessories to include two 152 crossing gates, C8, 812T tools, C7, 154 crossing
signal with gray post, C6, and a 156 station platform, C6+. OBs are all in nice shape except for the 154 box.

1014 Lionel prewar O gauge 250E Hiawatha steam loco and 250W freight tender. A few touch ups on loco. C5-6.
1015 Four Lionel prewar O gauge 2954 semi scale Pennsylvania boxcars, C5-6.
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1016 Lionel prewar O gauge 2954 semi scale Pennsylvania boxcar, nice lettering, a little rust on one door guide otherwise C7.
1017 Four Lionel prewar O gauge 2954 semi scale Pennsylvania boxcars, C6.
1018 Lionel prewar semi scale 227 switcher and 2227T tender, C6.
1019 Lionel prewar O gauge T rail 731 switches in original box including untouched and factory wrapped switches and lanterns.
The switches themselves are C6-7. OB is very nice but opened on the label end and missing a lot of the label. The inner
components box has some water stains but is still nice and the insert that holds the switches is very nice as well.

1020 Three Lionel prewar O gauge 93 water tanks in three different original boxes. Includes a gray tank with red base and two
green tanks with Terra Cotta structure and maroon bases, C6. OBs are in nice shape with all flaps intact and one sealed end
on each.

1021 Ives Lionel transition 226 station red crackle walls with Mojave base and green windows and doors with white trim, C6
roof, C7 sides and C6+ base.

1022 Lionel prewar O gauge freight to include 3811 log dump car, 2816 hopper, 3859 dump car and 2817 caboose with two
original boxes. Trains are C7+ and the two boxes are worn.

1023 Lionel prewar O gauge 1105 Santa hand car with Mickey Mouse in original box, C6+. OB is worn but has insert with track
but no key.

1024 Lionel prewar O gauge 1107 Donald Duck hand car with a white house and green roof, C6, and includes an original key.
1025 Lionel prewar O gauge 1107 Donald Duck hand car with an orange house and green roof, C6, with wear to the figures and
missing ears from Pluto, includes an original key.

1026 Lionel prewar O gauge 1107 Donald Duck hand car with a white house and green roof, C7, and includes an original key.
1027 Lionel prewar 1107 Mickey Mouse hand car with red base in original box with track and original key, C6. The Mickey
head is home made but everything else is original. OB is very worn but has the insert.

1028 Lionel prewar 1107 Mickey Mouse hand car with and orange base, C6.- The figures are likely reproductions because they
look too nice for the car they are on.

1029 Lionel prewar 1107 Mickey Mouse hand car with green base, C6 with all original figures.
1030 Lionel prewar 1103 Peter Rabbit chick mobile hand car, missing the eggs but does have an original key, C7.
1031 Lionel prewar 1103 Peter Rabbit chick mobile hand car floor toy, C6+, all original.
1032 Lionel prewar O gauge accessories to include 126 station with crackle red walls, 76 warning bell and shack and two 184
bungalows, C6.

1033 Lionel prewar O gauge 250E Hiawatha steam locomotive with 250W freight tender as evidenced by the box coupler
instead of a second draw bar, C6.

1034 1950 Lionel postwar 773 4-6-4 Hudson steam locomotive with 2426W tender, C7.
1035 Lionel prewar O semi scale 2956 Baltimore and Ohio hopper, great looking car with very nice truck assemblies, C7.
1036 Lionel prewar O semi scale 715 Shell tank car with flaking to one of the Shell decals, C6-7 otherwise with nice truck
assemblies.

1037 Lionel prewar O semi scale 717 caboose, C6+ with nice trucks and undamaged couplers.
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1038 Lionel prewar dealer service station 5B factory test set. C6 but will clean nicer. Need the cord replaced as the rubber is
cracking and the glass cover of the volt meter has a crack.

1039 Lionel prewar O gauge 717K and 716K full scale hopper and caboose. Some decal flaking, C6.
1040 Lionel prewar O gauge 228 0-6-0 switcher with 2228T. C7.
1041 Lionel prewar O gauge semi scale 2954 Pennsylvania boxcar, 2955 Shell tank car, 2956 Baltimore and Ohio hopper and a
2957 New York Central caboose. C6.

1042 Lionel prewar O gauge full scale 714 Pennsylvania boxcar, 715 Shell tank car, 716 Baltimore and Ohio hopper car and 717
New York Central caboose. The caboose has a repainted frame, tank has flaking handrails. C6.

1043 Seven Lionel prewar 46 crossing gates, all need some cleaning and a few bulbs. Will clean C5-6.
1044 Lionel prewar O gauge brown passenger cars with gray window inserts. Lot includes four 2642 Pullmans and one 2643
observation car. Trains are nice C7. Boxes are worn.

1045 Lionel prewar O gauge 913 illuminated bungalow with cream house that has a tan base, green roof and orange window
inserts. Looks really nice C7+, a couple of small layout nail or screw type holes in base.

1046 Lionel prewar O gauge 913 illuminated bungalow with yellow house that has a tan base, red roof and tan window inserts.
Looks really nice C7+.

1047 Lionel prewar O gauge 156 illuminated platform, more unusual variation with gray posts. Fencing points are all original
and intact. Sunoco, Rival, Fleers and Remington signs are all original. A few small edge chips, C7. OB has a couple of
tape repairs on inner flaps, includes the insert.

1048 Lionel prewar 60 telegraph post in gray with maroon cross buck. A couple chips on base but overall C7. What really
makes the lot is the unusual and extremely high grade yellow original box that is complete and about as nice as you can
get!

1049 Prewar Lionel standard gauge No. 79 lighting kit in original box with wax paper and brown paper. Looks unused, C9. Box
is very square and solid with nice ink stamped numbers and original Lionel tape, C8+.

1050 Lionel prewar No. 71 accessory set with six No. 60 telegraph posts, green posts with red cross arm and white ceramic
insulators. Bases of posts have some chips and are C6, posts and cross arms are C7 with all original insulators. OB has
some split corners, good label with original insert.

1051 Group of Lionel Postwar O gauge service station dealer manuals. five of the binders are original Lionel and most original
service sheets are included. Two non Lionel binders also included with reprints of prewar service sheets and the original
5D test sheets. Also included in one Lionel binder is price lists and some service sheets for Louis Marx trains. Used for
many years by a recently closed service station.

1052 Nice Lionel prewar O gauge original set box and boxes only. The 140W set box has all flaps, square and a great label.
Very minor pencil writing. The interior boxes are 224 loco box, 2224W tender box, two 2642 Pullman car boxes and a
2643 observation car box. The internal boxes have minor tape with some wear, overall nice and all flaps are intact. The
loco and tender box each have one insert. Included with the boxes are a boxed RCS, type Q transformer inst. sheet and a
1940 instruction booklet.

1053 Lionel prewar O gauge 165 crane, much harder variation with gray, not silver, superstructure. Nicer C7+ condition and
included the very hard to find 165-83 bag of steel blanks, three inserts, slightly mottled in red and black 160 bin, controller,
two coiled wires, instruction sheet and the hard to find red 165-93 tie on tag. The controller has the original wires but does
need rewired. The original box is outstanding with an uncut label on one end.
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1054 Lionel prewar O gauge boxed set 146W with a nice set box that has all flaps and a good label. It does have the price
skinned off of the corner and some clear tape. Trains are higher grade 225E loco with 2245W tender, 2602 red baggage
car and a 2600 red Pullman. Missing the 2601 car. The engine, cars and tender are extremely nice C8 area. The inner
boxes are missing some flaps and worn.

1055 Ives Lionel prewar O gauge transition locomotive 257 with 1663 tender, C7.
1056 Lionel prewar O gauge green passenger cars including two 607 Pullmans and 608 observation. C6.
1057 Lionel prewar O gauge set with 229 loco, 02689W tender, two 2642 Pullmans and 2643 observation in brown with gray
windows. C7.

1058 Outstanding original box only for Lionel prewar 911 Country Estate, all flaps intact and very square original box. Includes
the insert.

1059 Outstanding original box only for Lionel prewar 910 Grove of Trees, all flaps intact and very square original box. Includes
the insert.

1060 Lionel prewar O gauge 2066 Pullman, 2601 Observation and 2602 baggage in red. Will clean C7 area. Original boxes are
very worn.

1061 Two Lionel prewar 58 lamp posts. One is yellow and one is peacock. C7. The tougher yellow box is very high grade
with all flaps intact. The orange and blue box has some wear and tape.

1062 Five Lionel prewar O gauge 2656 orange stock cars, C6-7.
1063 Neat Lionel prewar O gauge 097 accessory set including six telegraph posts and one warning signal. Green with red cross
arms and white insulators. Bases are C6, posts are C7. OB has some edge wear but overall pretty good with the insert.

1064 Two Lionel prewar O gauge 93 water towers, the silver tower is C7-8. The green tower has some flaking around the edge
of the maroon base, the rest is nice C7. Both boxes have all flaps intact.

1065 Lionel original master carton 12 No. 63-11 18 volt opal lamps. The outer box looks great but does have a ding in one side.
The master carton includes 10 interior boxes with the lamps, 6 of the boxes are mint, the other 4 have torn flaps.

1066 Lionel prewar No 87 railroad crossing signal, green base with yellow body and cream top. C6-7. The top has some paint
chips but good castings throughout. The OB is missing flaps on one end.

1067 Great lot of Lionel prewar O gauge solid T rail full scale track. The lot includes 18 straight sections. This lot has two
section pieces that are attached together in the middle with the fishplates and bolts in place, so that is 9 complete
connecting sets of fishplates and bolts PLUS each of the nine sections has two fishplates, one connector and two bolts on
each end. C7.

1068 Lionel prewar O gauge 717 New York Central full scale caboose, C7-8.
1069 Lionel prewar O gauge semi scale freight set including 2954 Pennsylvania boxcar, 2955 Shell tank car, 2956 Baltimore and
Ohio hopper and a 2957 New York Central caboose. The boxcar has a very slight warp, otherwise C6.

1070 Lionel prewar O gauge 0-6-0 semi scale switcher chassis, motor etc. C7.
1071 Lionel prewar O gauge full scale 700K 5344 Hudson and tender. Don had a note on this engine and tender that it was a
matching original 1941 700K and 700KW. The frame on the tender and the inside of the engine are both still original
primer gray.

1072 Lionel prewar O gauge solid T rail No. 731 pair of switches. Switches look C7 although one of the switches is missing the
two screws that hold the cover on and one of the connector posts needs replaced. Includes the controllers, original box,
instruction sheet and insert.
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1073 Wow! Incredible lot of Lionel parts. This parts collection is the complete parts inventory of Don Hagar’s parts. Don
spent many, many years gathering parts for scale and semi scale Lionel trains. We are hoping that someone will continue
with his passion for Lionel scale and semi scale train repair. This parts inventory is probably one of the comprehensive, if
not THE most comprehensive inventory of scale and semi scale Lionel parts. It also includes OO parts, Hiawatha parts
and just a ton of misc. other parts that had collected over the years. It includes approximately 36 parts cabinets and fishing
lure type containers of parts plus an additional 4 large boxes of just stuff! Since this lot cannot really be graded or even
really defined, it is being sold as is shown with no returns. Very cool lot of parts! Also, see lot 1084 for the chance to
purchase the website www.T-Railtrack.com, perfect opportunity to start a small business.

1074 Two Lionel prewar O gauge 716 full scale hoppers. One is decorated with non Lionel Baltimore and Ohio decals, the other
is decorated with Glencoe and Midwest decals. C6-7.

1075 Three Lionel prewar O gauge 716 full scale hoppers, all three have some level of repainting. Sold as is shown in the
photos with no returns.

1076 Three Lionel prewar O gauge 716 full scale hoppers, C5-6.
1077 Two Lionel prewar O gauge 716 full scale hoppers C6-7.
1078 Two Lionel prewar O gauge 715 full scale Shell tank cars, both are restored to look C7-8. .
1079 Lionel prewar O gauge 700K tender shell only, gray primer no the inside, no lettering on the outside. Casting appears to be
straight.

1080 Lionel prewar O gauge 700T tender shell, nice lettering, casting appears straight and has all trim. A couple of paint rubs on
one side. C6.

1081 Five Lionel prewar O gauge 700T tender shells. All in various states of trim and very, very slight warp to each one. A
couple appear to have original paint. Sold as is shown in the photos with no returns.

1082 Two Lionel prewar O gauge 700T tender shells. Both appear straight, one is restored, the other one is a 700K with no
lettering. One has trim but no coal load. The other has no trim and no coal load. Both are sold as is shown in the photos
with no returns.

1083 Lionel prewar O gauge 715K Sunoco tank car and a 716K Baltimore and Ohio hopper car. Both are hand painted with
have decal lettering is what I am basing the K designation. C6 area.

1084 For the first time Stout Auctions is offering a turn key web site with a great deal of potential. We are offering the domain
name T-Railtrack.com This was the web site that Don used to sell many of his parts and track. The site is the number one
result on Google for Lionel T Rail and would be the perfect way to open a web store with parts and inventory purchased
from this sale. The buyer will have the domain name transferred to their name as well as having all rights to to the content
published on the site. If you have specific questions please contact us.

1085 Lionel prewar O gauge 714 scale Pennsylvania boxcar. The car looks great C7+ but does have two steps repaired on the
underside. The real key here is a quite nice original box, all flaps present, some clear tape on tuck flap, original insert,
original wrap and two original coupler protection rings. This car is pretty good but if you have a fantastic boxcar and need
a strong original box....

1086 Lionel prewar O gauge 716 Baltimore and Ohio scale hopper car, C7. OB has some repairs, includes the original insert.
1087 Lionel prewar O gauge 715 scale Sunoco tank car, nice original C8. OB is very worn.
1088 Lionel prewar O gauge 716 Baltimore and Ohio scale hopper car, C7. OB has a tape repair on joint at one end, detached
but included end flap on the other end. Includes two coupler protection rings, original insert and original wrap.

1089 Lionel prewar O gauge 715 scale Sunoco tank car, nice original C8. OB looks fantastic but does have one repaired flap,
includes original insert, wrap and two coupler protection rings.
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1090 Lionel prewar O gauge 717 scale New York Central caboose, nicer C7+. OB has wrap and insert, box is very worn.
1091 Lionel prewar O 700K scale Hudson and 700K New York Central tender. Loco appears to be the original untouched built
up model but would be well served with a good cleaning. The tender shell is badly warped on one side near the right front
corner and is chipped on the side at the left rear corner. Overall a nice looking pair, C6.

1092 Lionel 700EWX scale Hudson and tender set that has been home made and not a factory example. Includes a 700E 4-6-4
with blind center flange driver for use on regular tubular O gauge track. the tender is equipped with a box coupler for use
with many different O scale cars, not just those equipped with scale couplers. The set is a nice looking pair with perfect
matching colors, C6-7.

1093 Restored Lionel prewar 763E Hudson and 2226WX tender, great looking matched pair that were restored to look C7+. The
loco does have a few very small areas that appear to have the beginning of metal fatigue on the underside of the boiler in
one area and on the cab roof.

1094 Restored Lionel prewar O gauge 700E Hudson steam locomotive and 700T New York Central tender. Loco has what
appears to be all original parts but has been restored to look C7 but is missing on green jewel from a marker light. The
tender was modified to have a box coupler and was also restored to look C7.

1095 Lionel prewar O gunmetal 763E Hudson and 2263W tender, nice and clean, C6.
1096 Restored Lionel prewar 700K scale Hudson with 700T tender. Loco is restored and looks great, somewhere in the C8 area.
The tender has also been restored and looks great, however, both sides are warped as seen in the photos.

1097 Lionel prewar 763E Hudson with 2226WX tender, loco has a modern wiring connector for use with a 700T tender. This
would be a great candidate for restoration, C6-.

1098 Three Lionel prewar O scale 714 Pennsylvania boxcars. Two are in need of restoration and one appears to have been
restored which is a 714K. Sold as is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1099 Four Lionel prewar O semi scale freight cars to include 2955 Sunoco tank car, two 2956 Baltimore and Ohio hoppers and
2957 New York Central caboose, C6-.

1100 Lionel prewar semi scale 717K caboose, nice build up but the paint could be nicer, C6.
1101 Lionel prewar 771 and 772 T Rail track in original boxes to include four 771 straight sections and eight 772 curved
sections. Also included are 24 771-9 fish plates and 51 each 771-10 and 771-11 screws and nuts as well as a T rail tool /
nut driver. Tracks are C6 and the boxes are nice with sealed ends that are correctly stamped.

1102 Lionel prewar 700E scale Hudson and 700W New York Central tender, fantastic matched restored loco and tender set to
look C8.

1103 Seven Lionel Postwar O gauge Madison cars to include 2625 manhattan, two 2625 Madison, two 2625 Irvington, 2627
Madison and 2628 Manhattan, C6.

1104 Lionel Postwar O gauge 726 2-8-4 Berkshire with Baldwin disc drivers and a 2426W tender, C6 but could clean to a higher
grade.

1105 Lionel prewar semi scale restored freight to include 714 Pennsylvania boxcar, 715 Sunoco tank car, 716 Baltimore and
Ohio hopper and 717 New York Central caboose.

1106 Lionel prewar O gauge 231 semi scale switcher and 22__T Pennsylvania tender, C6. The tender had the last two number
rubbed out so we cannot tell what they were originally.

1107 Lionel prewar O gauge 227 semi scale switcher and 2227T Pennsylvania tender, C6.
1108 Lionel prewar O gauge 228 semi scale switcher and 2228B Pennsylvania tender, C6.
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1109 Lionel prewar O gauge 228 semi scale switcher, C6.
1110 Lionel prewar O gauge semi scale 2233B Pennsylvania tender, C6.
1111 Lionel prewar O gauge 227 semi scale switcher, C6.
1112 Lionel prewar semi scale 228 switcher & 2228B Pennsylvania tender
1113 Lionel Postwar 230 semi scale switcher and 2230T Pennsylvania tender, C6.
1114 Lionel prewar 227 semi scale switcher and 2227T Pennsylvania tender, C6.
1115 Lionel prewar 233 semi scale switcher and 2233B Pennsylvania tender, C7+.
1116 Lionel prewar 332 semi scale switcher and 2232B Pennsylvania tender, C6.
1117 Lionel prewar O gauge 227 semi scale switcher and 2227T Pennsylvania tender, C6. The tender is missing the railing.
1118 Lionel prewar O gauge 232 semi scale switcher and 2232B Pennsylvania tender, C6+ loco, C6- tender due to mildew
which may be able to be cleaned off.

1119 Large grouping of Lionel prewar scale and semi scale shells or bodies to include 714K and X714 Pennsylvania boxcars,
716 and 2956 Baltimore and Ohio hoppers and three 717,717K and 2956 New York Central cabooses along with a gray
primered caboose shell. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1120 Lionel prewar O gauge 2954 Pennsylvania semi scale boxcar. This was marked by Don as being a 1941 issue and had a
very high price as well. The car is C6 but has repairs to both doors and one door is still badly damaged.

1121 Lionel prewar O gauge 716 scale Baltimore and Ohio hopper, c7+.
1122 Lionel prewar O gauge 715 Shell scale tank car, C7.
1123 Lionel prewar O 715 scale and 2955 semi scale Sunoco tank cars, C6.
1124 Lionel prewar O gauge 717 New York Central scale caboose, C7.
1125 Lionel prewar O gauge semi scale freight cars in restored and original states. The 2954 Pennsylvania boxcar and 2957
New York Central caboose are original. The 2955 Sunoco tank car is restored and both 2956 Baltimore and Ohio hoppers
are in need of restoration or already in the middle stage of the process. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1126 Restored Lionel prewar O gauge 250E Hiawatha passenger set to include 250E steam locomotive with 250T tender,
782,783 and 784 passenger cars with two vestibules. Restored to look C7.

1127 Restored Lionel prewar O scale 701 switcher and 701T Pennsylvania tender, gorgeous restoration job, they were made to
look C8

1128 Lionel prewar O gauge 752 City of Portland set with extra cars to include 752 powered unit with whistle, three 753 coaches
and 754 observation car with five vestibules, C6- to C6. All belly pans are good except for one on a 753 coach which is
warped on both sides.

1129 Restored Lionel prewar O gauge semi scale 228 switcher and 2228B Pennsylvania tender. Restored to look C7 but missing
the correct boiler front which has no number on it.

1130 Lionel prewar O scale freight car boxes only to include 714 boxcar, 716 hopper and 717 caboose. Boxes are complete but
may have some tape repairs but also have all three correct inserts. The boxes are very nice, solid and square. The 717 box
does have water damage on the top.
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1131 Lionel prewar O 700W tender original box only, no insert. Box is partially sealed on one end and has all flaps attached on
the opened end. Box is square, solid, clean and complete.

1132 Lionel prewar semi scale 228 loco 2228B original boxes only with inserts and loco wrap. Loco box is sealed on the label
end but the label is faded, it includes a nice insert and the original wrap. The 2228B box is opened on both ends and
includes an original insert but no wrap.

1133 Lionel prewar O gauge 2814 orange and Tuscan boxcar, C7.
1134 Lionel prewar O scale X714 Pennsylvania boxcar in original box. car is C7, OB is missing a tuck flap and has a loose
inner flap.

1135 Lionel prewar O scale 715 Sunoco tank car, C7.
1136 Lionel prewar O gauge semi scale 2226WX tender, C6.
1137 Lionel prewar O 2954 semi scale Pennsylvania boxcar, C7+.
1138 Lionel prewar O scale 714K Pennsylvania boxcar, great looking built up kit with gray bolster, C6-7.
1139 Restored? Lionel prewar O scale 701 switcher and unknown and unoriginal Pennsylvania tender. Loco looks great, C6
area. tender has a solid sheet metal frame that looks nothing like an original 701T frame, the body does look very nice
though, somewhere in the C6+ area.

1140 Eleven kit built , custom decorated reefer and boxcar kits with Lionel prewar O gauge tinplate trucks and a wooden built
up tender with scale trucks and couplers. Nice looking cars but may have a missing part here or there. Sold as is as seen in
the photos with no returns.

1141 Lionel prewar O scale freight set to include 714 boxcar, 715 tank car, 716 hopper and 717 caboose. All C6- and in need of
restoration.

1142 Three Lionel prewar O scale 717 New York Central cabooses, one is repainted to appear C7, the other two are original and
C6 but missing the couplers and the other is C6-.

1143 Lionel prewar O scale 715 Shell tank cars, all original with undamaged trucks and couplers, C6-.
1144 Lionel prewar O scale 714 Pennsylvania boxcar and 715 Sunoco tank car. The boxcar looks C7, however, there is a small
chip on one end, the tank car is C5-6. Both truck sets and couplers are undamaged.

1145 Lionel postwar 773 and two prewar 763E boiler shells. The 773 shell has a dinged cab roof, the 763E boilers include an
original gunmetal example and a repainted black example. Sold as is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1146 Two Lionel prewar O gauge 700E boiler shells, one has been repainted while the other is still original but with very faded
lettering. Sold as is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1147 Lionel prewar O semi scale steam freight set to include 226E 2-6-4 steam locomotive, 2226WX tender, 2954 Pennsylvania
boxcar, 2955 Shell tank car, 2956 Baltimore and Ohio hopper and 2957 New York Central caboose. Trains are C6 and all
original.

1148 Lionel Postwar O gauge 1946 1413WS partial steam freight set to include 2020 steam turbine locomotive, 2466WX tender,
2452 Pennsylvania gondola with barrels, 2454 Pennsylvania boxcar, 2758 Pennsylvania boxcar and 2457 Pennsylvania
caboose. Trains are C6 to C6+. The 2758 is substituted for a 2465 Sunoco two dome tank car, set is otherwise correct and
complete. Include OBs for the 2452 and 2457.
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1149 Large group of Lionel Postwar O gauge freight cars to include two 6475, unmarked red flat, two 6342 gondolas (one with
culvert pipes), 3386, two red 6462 gondolas, 6511, 6801 with repro boat, 2855, 6464-25, 6464-175, 3562-1 with wooden
barrels, 6672, 3456, 6175 (no rocket), 6417, 6557, 2411 with original pipes, 6517, 6555, 6460, two 2460, 6362 and 6414.
This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will
typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition
lots cannot be returned.

1150 Large group of earlier Lionel Postwar O gauge freight cars to include two 2758, two 2458, two 6454, three 2454, four
3454, three 3559, two 3472 and two 3462. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every
item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of two or more items in the lot having a
lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1151 Brass O scale two rail unpainted snow plow. Made in Japan. C7 with tarnish and light finger prints over most of the model.
All parts appear to be present and intact.

1152 Large group of Lionel Postwar O gauge freight cars and cabooses to include a Lionel Alco frame with Kusan New Haven
shell, four 2452, two 2419, two 3656 with a corral, six 3451, 3461, 2357, 2257, 6520, 2461, 3459, two 2411, two 2457 and
6067. Sold as is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1153 Small group of Lionel Postwar O gauge cabooses & passenger cars to include 2400, 2401, four 6457, 6357, 6257, 6057 and
two 2472. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition
will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General
Condition lots cannot be returned.

1154 Group of Lionel Postwar O gauge locomotives and tenders to include 2056, 726, 675, 1615, 623, 2020, 629, two 2466W,
2466WX, 2671WX, 1060, 1654T and 221W as well as a 3360 Burro crane. This is a General Condition lot meaning we
have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an
item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1155 four Lionel prewar O semi scale cars with postwar trucks to include 2955 tank car, 2956 Baltimore and Ohio hopper, 3854
boxcar and 2957 New York Central caboose. Cars are C6 aside from the tank car which has been completely restored with
2755 decals and looks C8.

1156 Lionel prewar O scale 714 boxcar, 715 tank car, 716 hopper and 717 caboose in mid restoration stage having been stripped
and now with gray primer, ready for decoration. The trucks and couplers are all in great shape and bodies are very nice
with no chips cracks or dents.

1157 Grouping of Lionel prewar OO scale items to include 003 Hudson steam locomotive, three 003W New York Central
tenders, two 0044 Pennsylvania boxcars, two 0046 Southern Pacific hoppers, 0045 Shell tank car and two 0047 New York
Central cabooses. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the
condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade,
General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1158 Lionel prewar O gauge T Rail straight & curved track in original boxes to include a box with eight straight 772 sections
and eight 771 sections with all necessary fish plates, screws and nuts as well as an original T Rail tool. This is nice looking
and clean track, C7. OBs are both sealed on one end with legible stamps, the opened ends are nice with one missing outer
flap.

1159 Lionel prewar 763E Hudson and 263W tank tender in gunmetal, C6. Don’s tag stated loco is a 1937 with 4 bolt cranks.
1160 Eight Lionel prewar O gauge T Rail 772 straight tracks in original box. Includes all fish plates necessary to connect the
tracks but may be missing a few screws or nuts. Track is C7, OB is extremely nice with one sealed end both ends are
clearly stamped.

1161 Group of Lionel prewar OO three rail track to include eight 0061 curves, three 0062 straights, one 0064 curved terminal
power section and a nice looking pair of 0072 switches with postwar controllers and new wiring, C6-7 and clean with no
broken tabs or chipped road beds. The switches are the later issue without the smaller tabs.
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1162 Eight Lionel prewar O gauge T Rail 771 curved tracks with hardware. Includes all fish plates necessary to connect the
tracks but may be missing a few screws or nuts. Track is C6.

1163 Lionel prewar O semi scale 2954 Pennsylvania boxcar in original box, C7 but missing the brake wheel. OB is very nice
with the original insert but missing one inner flap.

1164 Lionel prewar O semi scale 2955 Sunoco tank car in original box, C6+ due to mildew but could clean up to be considerably
nicer. OB is complete with one inner tape repair and includes the original insert.

1165 Lionel prewar O scale 714 Pennsylvania boxcar in original box, C7, OB is worn with tape repaired end flap (put on upside
down) and all flaps missing from one end.

1166 Lionel prewar O scale 715 Shell tank car in original box, C6, OB is worn with tape repaired end flap and all flaps missing
from one end.

1167 Fabulous Lionel prewar 700K scale Hudson 4-6-4 steam locomotive and a 700T New York Central tender. Loco looks C7
and has been tested and runs smooth as silk in forward and reverse with a nicely cycling E unit. It ran with even the most
minute amount of power applied in both directions. The whistle was not tested at the time but the tender is very clean with
minor paint wear but faded lettering, C6+.

1168 Eight Lionel prewar O T Rail 771 curved track sections, no fish plates, screws or nuts are included with this group of track.
1169 Lionel prewar O T Rail 772 straight track in original box, eight sections of track but includes no fish plates, nuts or screws,
C6+. OB is sealed on one end and is missing both inner flaps on the opened end.

1170 Four Lionel prewar 700E locomotive boiler shells and one 763E shell. All five have minor issues but should work nicely
in your restoration efforts. Only one of them has a repaired cab roof, the rest have other minor issues. Sold as-is as seen in
the photos with no returns.

1171 Huge group of Lionel prewar O Flying Yankee train cars to include two 616 power units, six 617 coaches, three 618
observation cars and seven 616T vestibules. Sold as is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1172 Eight Lionel prewar O scale custom decorated cars to include three 714 boxcars, three 716 hoppers and two 715 tank cars.
Sold as is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1173 Restored 1937 Lionel 700E locomotive shell only, looks fantastic, just waiting for assembly. Sold as is as seen in the
photos with no returns.

1174 Group of Lionel prewar empty original boxes to include 717K, 700 K-2, 700 K-3, 700 K-5, 711, 227, 2227B and 616.
Boxes are somewhat worn and darkened but overall fairly nice except for the 616 box which is missing all of the end flaps
from one end. Sold as is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1175 Restored Lionel prewar 700E locomotive shell only, looks fantastic, just waiting for assembly. Sold as is as seen in the
photos with no returns.

1176 Huge group of Lionel prewar and modern Rail Chief cars, parts and vestibules as seen in the photos. Sold as is as seen in
the photos with no returns.

1177 Group of Lionel prewar O semi scale cars with scale trucks and couplers to include three 2954 Pennsylvania boxcars (two
are restored), 2956 Baltimore and Ohio hopper and 2955 Shell tank car, and a modern era 95250 Chesapeake and Ohio
stock car fitted with prewar O scale trucks. Cars are C6 unless otherwise noted.

1178 Ten Lionel prewar O scale and semi scale switcher tender shells to include two 2203T-4 and eight 2227 T-5 Pennsylvania
shells. All are in various states and some need more attention than others but all have intact steps and no cracks or damage,
just missing paint and parts. Sold as is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1179 Lionel prewar O gauge 1662 and 1663 0-4-0 switchers with 2201T and two 2203T tenders. Sold as is as seen in the photos
with no returns.
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1180 Lionel prewar 715 O scale Sunoco tank car, C6-7.
1181 Lionel prewar 731 T Rail switches in original box with insert and inner component box. Switches have Bakelite motor
covers that are loose but are complete with lanterns and die cast switches, C6. OB is sealed on the label end and very nice
with no missing flaps.

1182 Lionel prewar O scale freight cars to include 714 Pennsylvania boxcar, 715 Shell tank car, 716 Baltimore and Ohio hopper
and 717 New York Central caboose, C6.

1183 Lionel prewar semi scale steam freight set to include 763E steam locomotive, 2226W tender, 2954 Pennsylvania boxcar,
2955 Shell tank car, 2956 Baltimore and Ohio hopper and 2957 New York Central caboose, C6. The set has all matching
high box couplers

1184 Restored Lionel prewar 700K scale Hudson freight set to include a nearly complete kit built set with the exception of the
716 hopper. The set includes a 700K 4-6-4 scale Hudson steam locomotive, 700K New York Central whistle tender, 714 k
Pennsylvania boxcar, 715K Shell tank car, 716 Baltimore and Ohio hopper that will need to be restored and note that the
“built by Lionel Corp.” has been ground off of both sides but that area could be filled in prior to being repainted and a
717K New York Central caboose with a brush painted roof that would need to undergo a full restoration process to match
the loco, tender, boxcar and tanker. The four cars that have been restored look C8, the hopper and caboose are C6- and C6
respectively.

1185 Group of Lionel prewar O scale and semi scale shells / bodies and one caboose frame. Includes three 2957, two 717 and
one 717K caboose shells, 714K boxcar body with undercarriage and two 2956 hopper bodies. Sold as is as seen in the
photos with no returns.

1186 32 sections of Lionel prewar T Rail 771 curved track with four original boxes. Half of the track looks really nice,
somewhere in the C6+ range, the other half looks dirty and mildewed, somewhere in the C6- range. All four OBs are
somewhat worn with graffiti and loose seams.

1187 Lionel prewar semi scale high coupler three piece freight set to include 2954 Pennsylvania boxcar, 2956 Baltimore and
Ohio hopper and 2957 New York Central caboose. Cars are all original and C6-.

1188 Thirteen Lionel prewar scale and semi scale switcher shells, only two have boiler fronts and a few are missing the railings.
Sold as is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1189 Three Lionel prewar O gauge 2623 Manhattan Pullman cars, one with a broken step and one with two reproduction
vestibules. Sold as is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1190 Lionel prewar O scale 700T New York Central tender, all original with whistle, C6.
1191 Restored Lionel O scale 700T New York Central Hudson tender, looks C7+ with whistle.
1192 Lionel prewar O 2226WX gunmetal coal pile tender, almost all original paint but one side has a 2 1/2 x 1 inch section that
was repainted and five letters were redone which are “EL LINE” from Lionel Lines. The other side has a thin strip that
was repainted as well as touch up on several of the letters. There is also a hole drilled in the front platform as seen in the
photos. Sold as is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1193 Seven Lionel prewar O scale 700T tender shells, two have the coal pile but one is definitely not original. Sold as is as seen
in the photos with no returns.

1194 Lionel prewar O scale freight cars to include 714 Pennsylvania boxcar, 715 Shell tank car, 716 Baltimore and Ohio hopper
and 717 New York Central caboose. All are in C6- and could all use some help in one way or another.

1195 Forty-plus Lionel T Rail 731 switches for parts to include complete switches and parts that should be able to be constructed
into complete switch sets. Also includes six 730 T Rail 90 degree crossovers. This is an incredibly heavy lot that exceeds
120 lbs and will cost an awful lot to ship anywhere.
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1196 HUGE group of Lionel 771 and 772 straight and curved T Rail track sections with hardware. There are 119 sections of
straight track and 101 sections of curved track all ranging in C6- to C6+ area with a few in there that are better and a few
that are worse. Each section has two fish plates attached along with the center rail connector. Also included are two jars
full of original screws and nuts that appear to have at least 600 screws and 800 nuts but they have not been counted ,
however, the estimates are generous to the side of the buyer and there are most certainly more than estimated.

1197 Large group of Lionel T Rail hardware to include nuts, bolts, fish plates and center rail connectors. A rough count was
made and the numbers are a lower but reasonable estimate to include 700 fish plates, 800 bolts, 300 screws and maybe 125
of the center rail connectors. Many are in fantastic condition but the majority have been used and are still in nice shape but
have lost the original black coating. Sold as is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1198 Enormous lot of Lionel prewar T Rail straight and curved track sections. There are some fish plates and nuts and bolts that
are already attached but probably on less than 15% of the sections. There are 280+ straight sections and 190+ curved
sections. Some are extremely nice, maybe around 20%. 50% are in the middle of the road range and there are 25% that are
the lower end that are missing some or many ties and have surface rust on them. There are also a large number of loose
rails of different length and a few track sections with ties of shorter custom length. An incredible lot of track that will
likely be the last chance at procuring any amount of track like this for a long time.

1199 Large grouping of Lionel prewar T Rail parts and other miscellaneous track parts to include 771 curves, 772 straights, 022
switches and controllers, UCS and RCS track sections and controllers in various stages of disrepair. there are some other
parts included but this group mostly consist of track and track parts. Many of the T Rail sections have rust and or missing
ties. Sold as is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1200 American Flyer prewar standard gauge 4000 0-4-0 electric locomotive, Pleasant View and America passenger cars.
Locomotive has been rewired and has good wheels. C5-6.

1201 American Flyer prewar standard gauge locomotive and passenger cars. Includes 4019 0-4-0 electric locomotive rewheeled
and rewired. Passenger cars include 4040 Railway Post Office, America coach, and Pleasant View observation. Trains are
in C6 condition.

1202 Lionel Prewar O gauge 263E Blue Comet passenger set. Includes 263E locomotive, 263W tender missing whistle with
some paint touchups, 2615 baggage, 2613 Pullman, and 2614 observation with about a thumb print sized area of paint loss
on the roof. Trains are C6 to C6+.

1203 Lionel prewar O gauge set including 252 electric locomotive which has been rewheeled, three 529 olive Pullman cars, two
with original boxes, 530 olive observation with box, and 81 rheostat in original box. Trains are C5-6 condition.

1204 American Flyer key wind AF 10 steam locomotive with key, American Flyer Line tender 1108 baggage, and 1107 coach,
Locomotive winds freely and runs just fine. C5-6.

1205 American Flyer prewar O gauge 3013 0-4-0 electric locomotive with repainted roof, baggage, two lighted coaches, and
observation. C5-6.

1206 Lionel prewar O gauge freight cars all with nickel journals including 813 cattle car with box, 814-R refrigerator car with
box, 815 oil car with box, 2820 searchlight car, and 812 gondola. Cars are C6+ to low C7. Boxes missing some flaps. See
photos for best description.

1207 Lionel prewar O gauge freight cars including 810 copper journal crane, 812 green copper journal gondola with box, 820
copper journal searchlight car, 812 Mojave nickel journal gondola, and 817 Peacock nickel journal caboose with box. Both
boxes missing one end flap. Cars are generally in C6 condition.

1208 Lionel prewar O gauge steam set including 1666 2-6-2 steam locomotive, 2689W Lionel Lines whistle tender, 1680
Sunoco tank car, 2679 Baby Ruth boxcar, and 1682 New York Central caboose. C6 condition.

1209 Lionel Postwar O gauge passenger set including 2026 steam locomotive, 6466WX Lionel Lines whistle tender, three 6440
Pullman coaches, and 6441 observation. Trains are in C5-6 condition.
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1210 Lionel prewar O gauge locomotive and freight cars including 1668 Lionel Lines steam locomotive and 1689W Lionel
Lines whistle tender. Freight cars include 1680 worn Sunoco tank car, 1679 Baby Ruth boxcar, and 1682 Lionel Lines
caboose. Trains are C5-6.

1211 American Flyer O gauge tinplate cars including container car, 311267 Pennsylvania hopper, two 1127 cabooses, two
311131 gondolas, 311122 boxcar with an extra roof. Cars are C6 condition.

1212 Lionel Prewar O gauge trains including 259E steam locomotive with nickel journal Lionel Lines whistle tender, 804 tank
car, 806 stock car, 805 boxcar, 1679 Baby Ruth boxcar, 2682 Lionel Lines caboose, 2677 Lionel gondola, 803 hopper, tank
car base, and 807 Lionel Lines caboose. Trains are in general C6 condition.

1213 Lionel Prewar O gauge freight cars including 2652 gondola, 2660 crane, 2757 Pennsylvania caboose, 652 gondola, 2672
Pennsylvania caboose, 2657 Lionel Lines caboose, 2659 dump car, 2653 Lionel Lines hopper, 2655 Lionel Lines boxcar,
and 2654 Shell tank car. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so
the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade,
General Condition lots cannot be returned. Three worn original boxes included.

1214 Ives prewar number 5 Keywind steam locomotive with key in good operating condition, number 11 New York Central
tender, 50 baggage, 51 chair car, and 52 parlor car. Trains are C6 condition.

1215 Marx tinplate O gauge key wind steam locomotive in good operating condition with key, New York Central tender, 553
Santa Fe tank car, 738701 Pennsylvania hopper, and 556 New York Central caboose. C6.

1216 Lionel prewar standard gauge rewheeled number 10 electric locomotive and 517 caboose restored to look C7. Number 10
locomotive is C6.

1217 American Flyer O gauge trains including locomotive, tender, and seven freight cars. Sold as is shown in the photos. C5-6.
1218 Lionel prewar O gauge trains including 262 steam locomotive, 262T tender, 653 hopper, 656 stock car, 654 Sunoco tank
car, 651 flat car, and 657 caboose. Trains are generally C6.

1219 Joy Line prewar electric steam locomotive with tender. Four 357 passenger cars include. Sold as is shown in the photos
with no returns.

1220 Lionel Postwar O gauge freight cars and tender including 6020 Lionel Lines whistle tender, 6457 caboose, 6257 caboose,
2457 Pennsylvania caboose, 6462 New York Central gondola, 6415 Sunoco three dome tank car, 6462 red New York
Central gondola, 2452X Pennsylvania gondola, 2472 Pennsylvania caboose, and 6656 stock car. This is a General
Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7
with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.
Worn boxes included for 6457, 2457, 6462, 6656, 2652, and 6417

1221 Group of prewar and postwar parts and more including functional Ives No. 5 key wind with key, Lionel standard gauge
motor with chipped wheel and a new replacement wheel, 6019 RCS track in box, 50 gang car frame, and box with misc.
parts, two air whistle motors and more. See photos for best description.

1222 MTH modern standard gauge Tinplate Traditions 10-1176-0 Ives Milwaukee Road Olympian passenger set. Includes
traditional Ives 3245R electric locomotive, combine, coach, and observation. Trains are C8 condition with run time and
some shelf dust. No boxes.

1223 MTH modern standard gauge Tinplate Traditions Dorfan reproduction 1134 10-1223-0 steam locomotive. Also included is
10-5039 four car passenger car set with 770 baggage, 771 coach, 772 coach and 773 observation. Locomotive is C8+, cars
graded C7-8 only due to two very very light rub marks on the roofs and two paint nicks. No boxes.

1224 MTH modern standard gauge Tinplate Traditions 10-1196-1 American Flyer reproduction Flying Colonel set. The Ace
locomotive is in C7-8 condition due to one missing upper handrail stanchion, and small paint nicks by two others. Also,
roof is easily removed on locomotive. Locomotive is the Contemporary version with Protosound 2.0 and DCS control.
Three passenger cars in the set are nice C8+ condition with little if any run time. No boxes.
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1225 MTH modern standard gauge Tinplate Traditions Dorfan 10-5104 yellow / cream four car passenger set. Set is C8-9 with
some display dust, however one small rub on one brass baggage door and one notable paint chip by the end coupler pocket
on 773 observation. Also one small rub on a roof. No boxes.

1226 MTH modern standard gauge Tinplate Traditions Ives 3245R electric locomotive with Protosound 2.0 and DCS control.
No box, unsure of catalog number. C7-8 with slight paint chipping on top of the trucks where it meets the body. Otherwise
sold C8.

1227 Classic Model Trains modern standard gauge 1108 Southern Crescent set. Include 4-6-0 steam locomotive, 300, 301
coaches, and 302 observation. Trains are C7 condition with light mildew spots on the roof and a few small paint nicks on
the locomotive.

1228 RIchArt modern O gauge tinplate American Flyer New York Central passenger cars. Includes 708 baggage, 709 combine,
two 710 coaches, 711 dining car, and 712 observation. Cars are lower C8 with a few very very small paint nicks near the
roof edges.

1229 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate 329E Lionel Lines reproduction steam locomotive. No box. C8 with run time and
one very small paint chip on firemans side steam chest.

1230 Prewar American Flyer wide or standard gauge Mayflower chrome plated boxcab electric locomotive passenger set
reproduced by Varney and Sirus. Set is comprised of: 4689 boxcab electric locomotive with a top hand rail missing, 4390
West Point Club car, 4391 Academy Pullman coach, 4392 Army-Navy observation with a loose truck, and 4393 Annapolis
diner. Brass trim has some light tarnish and finger prints. Very light rust inside of the wheels on the cars. C7 condition.

1231 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate reproduction Pennsylvania 385E steam locomotive C7 with paint chip at the edge of
the cab roof and scratch under one steam chest.

1232 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate 408 E two tone brown electric locomotive. Locomotive features Protosound 2.0 and
DCS control. Locomotive is missing flags and light bulbs, otherwise C8 with run time.

1233 Lionel Classics modern standard gauge tinplate 13420 two tone brown state set passenger cars. No boxes. Cars are C8 with
no major signs of run time and some dust from display.

1234 Ives prewar standard gauge restored passenger cars. Includes 246 diner, 247 baggage, 248 Pullman, and 249 observation.
Cars a have notable dents in the roofs of 248 and 249. All have been restored to look C7.

1235 MTH modern standard gauge Tinplate Traditions 381E 10-1216-1 locomotive. Locomotive features Protosound 2.0 and
DCS control. Locomotive is in C7 condition with three paint chips near body tabs and one near a handrail hole. Also paint
wear where the body rubs against the trucks. No box.

1236 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate 10-3025-1 New York Central 256 locomotive with Protosound 2.0 and DCS control.
Also included three reproduction passenger cars 709 buffet, 710 Pullman, and 712 observation. Stamped V-W on the
underside.

1237 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate 10-1198-1 two tone blue No.10 set. Set is the contemporary version and features
Protosound in the locomotive. C8 however one two inch scratch along 339 car roof edge.

1238 Lionel prewar standard gauge restored number 10 electric locomotive, 332 RPO, 339 Pullman, and 341 observation.
Shallow dents in 339 roof. Trains otherwise restored to look C7.

1239 Lionel Classics modern tinplate 51001 #44 freight special. Includes 44E, 8820, 8814, 8817. Missing 8816 hopper. C8 no
boxes.

1240 Ives prewar standard gauge restored 3232 electric locomotive Rewheeled and repainted to look C7 condition.
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1241 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate Ives reproduction Circus cars. Includes three 196C flats with wagons, stock car,
animal boxcar, and 185 passenger car. Cars are C8-9 displayed only. No boxes.

1242 Modern era MTH standard gauge 10-1107 dark green reproduction passenger cars, 428 Parlor car, 429 Combine car, 431
dining car and 430 observation car. No boxes. Cars are C9 displayed only.

1243 Modern standard gauge reproduction Lionel 381E locomotive in two tone green. Possibly a Williams. Unit is powered and
is in C7 condition with paint wear on top of the trucks.

1244 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate American Flyer / Southern Pacific reproduction 4694 steam locomotive.
Contemporary version with Protosound 2.0, Protosmoke, DCS control and more. C9 displayed only, but no box.

1245 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate 400E Blue Comet set. Includes New York Central brass trim 400E locomotive with
Protosmoke and Protosounds. Four cars include 420 Faye, 421 Westphal, 423 Halley, and 422 Temple observation.

1246 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate 9E electric locomotive. Locomotive is the contemporary version with Protosound.
Also includes the following four passenger cars 425 Stephen Girard, 424 Liberty Bell, 427 Philadelphia, and 426 Coral
Isle. Trains are generally C8 however one blemish on 427 roof about a quarter inch large.

1247 MTH modern standard gauge Tinplate Traditions freight cars. No boxes for the lot. Includes 229 crane, 212 gondola with
LCL containers, 236 work caboose, 220 yellow platform searchlight, 215 Shell oil car, 220 brown platform searchlight car,
and unmarked black flat with lumber. Cars are generally C8 with run time, a few small paint chips around coupler pockets.

1248 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate freight cars. No boxes in this lot. Includes 213 yellow and green stock car, 211 flat
with fire truck, two 214R refrigerator cars, 214 double door boxcar, 213 cream and red stock car, and Altoona Brewing
Company. Cars are C7-8 a few small paint chips noted on various cars.

1249 JAD Lines standard gauge Milwaukee Road Hiawatha steam streamline articulated passenger train. Steam loco with
McCoy motor missing rear trailing truck, tender, diner, Minnewawa coach, Ishkooda coach, Wenonah observation. Trains
are C6-7, some small paint blemishes and darkening of the paint. See photos for best description.

1250 Lionel modern / prewar O gauge 51009 Prewar Celebration Series No. 269E set in OB. Trains are factory wrapped in their
OBs. C10.

1251 MTH modern O gauge Tinplate Traditions Blue Comet 10-1064 600 series passenger cars in original boxes. Cars are C8
with moderate run time. Set box has moderate shelf wear.

1252 MTH modern O gauge Tinplate Traditions Red and Silver 10-8010 600 series passenger cars in original boxes. Cars are C8
-9 with little run time.

1253 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate 10-1104-1 number 9E orange electric locomotive in original box. Contemporary
version featuring Protosound. C9-10 with no signs of run time beyond a factory test.

1254 MTH modern standard gauge Tinplate Traditions 10-1212-1 384 steam passenger set in original box. Transformer and
track included. Set consists of 384E loco and tender 339 Spruce Falls coach and 341 Aspen Falls observation. Loco
features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, and more. Trains are C8 with run time. Set box has mild wear at
corners and edges.

1255 MTH modern Tinplate Traditions 10-1233-1 Leland Detroit Monorail set in original box. This red and cream version of the
set features Protosound 2.0 and DCS control. Set is new in the box C10. Set box did receive some damage to one edge.

1256 MTH modern standard gauge Tinplate Tradition 10-5029 Dorfan ivory yellow and red four car passenger set in original
boxes. Cars are C9-10 with no major signs of run time.

1257 MTH modern standard gauge Tinplate Traditions 10-8016 red 710 series passenger set in original box. Three car set is in
C8-9 condition with little if any run time.
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1258 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate standard gauge remote switches in original boxes. Includes three 10-4002 left hand
switches and three 10-4001 right hand switches. C8 to C9 boxes have mild wear.

1259 MTH modern standard gauge Tinplate Tradition 10-5030 Dorfan orange four car passenger set in original boxes. Cars are
C9-10 couplers uninstalled cars are new in the box.

1260 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate accessories including 10-1080 Terra Cotta and Cream 436 power house, 10-1124
switch tower, 10-1094 number 71 telegraph posts, and 10-1108 63 lamp post set.

1261 MTH modern standard gauge Tinplate Traditions 10-1079 414 Illinois state set car passenger car in original box. C8 with
run time.

1262 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate 10-1139-1 4694 steam locomotive in original box. Contemporary version features
Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, and more. Locomotive is C8 with run time however is missing the front number
plate.

1263 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate Ives Circus cars and diorama. Four cars include 10-2188 cattle car, 10-2191 boxcar,
10-2190 gondola, and 10-2032 water car. Also included is a sealed 10-1125a Circus diorama. Items range C8 to C10
condition.

1264 MTH modern O gauge Tinplate Traditions orange 10-8013 2600 series passenger cars in original boxes. Cars are C8 with
run time. Set box has light wear.

1265 MTH modern standard gauge Tinplate Traditions 10-8015 orange 710 series passenger set in original box. Three car set is
in C9-10 condition with little if any run time.

1266 MTH modern O gauge Tinplate Traditions freight cars in original boxes. Nine cars include 8019 2815 Shell tank car, 1042
816 hopper, 3008 814R reefer, 1042 817 caboose, 3005 813 stock car, two 3009 TTOS boxcars, 8018 2814 boxcar, and
1042 812 gondola. Cars are C8 to C9.

1267 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate freight cars including 10-2095 200 series gondola and three 10-1145 maroon ore
cars. Cars are C8 to C10.

1268 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate freight cars in original boxes. Includes 10-2093 200 series orange searchlight, 10
-2071 Shell tank car, 10-2195 sealed circus caboose, and 10-1084 218 Mojave dump car. Cars are C8 to C10.

1269 Pride Lines modern tinplate ivory and red mini terrace in original box. Box is open but contents sealed C9-10.
1270 Pride Lines modern standard gauge glass dome station in original box. Green glass with brass trim. New in the box C9-10
1271 MTH modern standard gauge Tinplate Traditions 10-4017 No. 55 airplane and 49 airport set in original box. Set is new in
the box C9-10. Box was opened for inspection.

